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Retailer alliances & Private Labels 

➥ - what type of dairy processors are international retail alliances negotiating with? Does it cover 

only the large ones, or also smaller SMEs? Does the share of dairy negotiated via alliances differ 

across countries? 

➥ - since private label is important in dairy, we'd like to know a bit more on what type of 

arrangements are made with retail alliances on private label sourcing? 

➥ - do your members see an increase in private label contracts negotiated via alliances vs. direct 

relations with retailers? Since when, how fast is this growing or not? 

➥ - what are the negative and positive experiences ?  

➥ - is there a difference in private dairies vs. cooperatives' experience with RAs? 

➥ - potential effects pass on (or do not pass on) through to farmers?  

 



The World of EU Dairy 
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EU milk prices 
(Jul 2019 vs. Jul 2018) 
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Cheese, Germany: 2017 - 2018 

Value 

(million €) 

Volume 

(1,000 Tns.) 

(Nielsen MarketTrack 2018) 
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Drinking milk 
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Retailer alliances & Private Labels 

➥ - what type of dairy processors are international retail alliances negotiating with? Does it cover 

only the large ones, or also smaller SMEs? Does the share of dairy negotiated via alliances differ 

across countries? 

➥ - since private label is important in dairy, we'd like to know a bit more on what type of 

arrangements are made with retail alliances on private label sourcing? 

➥ - do your members see an increase in private label contracts negotiated via alliances vs. direct 

relations with retailers? Since when, how fast is this growing or not? 

➥ - what are the negative and positive experiences ?  

➥ - is there a difference in private dairies vs. cooperatives' experience with RAs? 

➥ - potential effects pass on (or do not pass on) through to farmers?  

 



 “Milk and dairy 

products are a 

vital source of 

nutrition” 

 


